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Detective Michael Bennett finally returns to New York City--and to the most unsettling, horrific case

of his career.At last, Detective Michael Bennett and his family are coming home to New York City.

Thanks to Bennett, the ruthless crime lord whose vengeful mission forced the Bennett family into

hiding has been brought down for good. Back in the city that never sleeps, Bennett takes over a

chaotic Outreach Squad in Harlem, where he receives an unusual call: a man claims to have seen a

group of well-dressed men holding a bizarre party in a condemend building. With no clear crime or

evidence, Bennett dismisses the report. But when a charred body is found in that very same

building, he is forced to take the demented caller seriously--and is drawn into an underground

criminal world of terrifying depravity.
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James Patterson and Michael Ledwidge have again teamed up to create another Michael Bennett

thriller, Burn. This installment may very well scorch the Patterson fans' avid appetite, as this rousing

novel follows two intense cases.Be forewarned before the Burn ignites, some readers are likely to

find the first several chapters to be uncommonly uneventful - but to be fair, there is nothing

inherently wrong with allowing a story to unfold - luckily with Patterson's particular conversational

style of storytelling and very short chapters - which I truly love - things really just move along as they

should.Bennett and his crew stumble upon the secret life of a successful powerful political figure

and his friends, as they enter an underworld of terrifying depravity, madness and murder. Just when



Bennett and his crew are close to apprehending the suspects, his attention is demanded

elsewhere.... A five-man team is robbing high-end jewelry stores and wreaking havoc across the

city.Bennett finds himself being pulled in two different directions as the demands to quickly solve

both puzzling cases fall on his shoulders. To add to his anxiety...someone claiming to be the

biological father of one of Bennett's adopted daughters, is trying to take her away from him. With all

this chaos going on, his longtime nanny and "significant other" Mary Catherine, has to leave the

country to handle a family emergency of her own.This journey will have readers wondering....will

Michael Bennett be able to solve one of the most horrific cases of his career? Uncover the

underlining motive behind a string of seemingly random diamond heist. Squash a silly twenty-year

old rivalry, and save his career. Keep his daughter from the clutches of a father with ulterior motives.
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